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From the Editors

Temporal suspension has come to constitute a new, global normal. This time vortex exists at the intersections of the Covid-19 pandemic and the closing days of a U.S. administration committed to white supremacy, racism, misogyny, and voter suppression. Since the pandemic struck in the spring of 2020, time has moved faster and slower. Temporal deviations both express and intensify multiple reckonings such as economic upheaval, relentless climate catastrophes, unending wars waged by the U.S. military, and the almost daily state-sanctioned murder of Black men and women in the United States. Rolling and overlapping crises lay bare settler imaginaries of land and territory, of time and the future.

These imaginaries became national and global preoccupations during the months of electoral fever in the United States. Time was at once elongated and condensed, mobile and static. The map of the United States took on the character of an abstraction. Fixation on a shared dread of another four years of the Trump administration entailed a global crash course in U.S. political and electoral geography: Maricopa County in Arizona, and the demographics of cities in Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Wisconsin became universal topics of discourse. Slavery’s afterlives as institutionalized in the Electoral College’s formidable grasp on the U.S. map were seared into the memory of millions of daily consumers of news and social media. Geographic representations color coded the country: blue for Democrat and red for Republican.

On the earlier side of the election time loop, 4 November, a social media influencer on Twitter asked, “Is it too late to return the Louisiana Purchase?” Thousands on her thread pleaded to remain: those blue spots in Louisiana, the blue state of Colorado, and even the newly turned Minnesota. Only a handful pointed out that you cannot return what was never yours. A palimpsest of maps came into view. It was as if crisis had peeled away the layers of dispossession. Temporal suspension mapped directly onto territorial sovereignty, Indigenous dispossession, the living present of enslavement, and Jim Crow’s enduring sequels. The constantly modulating fortunes of the U.S. map are not simply a reminder of political divisions; they calibrate the Indigenous present into political vision.

Facing a persistently shrinking map is something Palestinians know intimately. As we have suggested in the past two issues, the permanent temporary has been the condition of Palestinian life since the inception of British colonial rule in 1917. Perhaps it was for this reason that Dana Muaddi, a Palestinian American social psychologist and “a Palestinian inspired by US foreign policy,” suggested another way of seeing the U.S. map. In the face of a deeply divided political reality, Muaddi took to social media to recommend the “Deal of the Century 2.0,” a partition of the United States with bridges between Democrat states and the possibility of “transfer” between red and blue states to form “majorities.”

Two days after the U.S. elections concluded, Israeli forces razed the Palestinian village of Khirbat Humsa on 5 November. This was the largest forced displacement of Palestinians in more than four years, and one of the largest demolitions of the last decade. In the midst of the year’s first heavy rain, seventy-three villagers searched the wreckage, a bed here, a blanket there, gathering what they could from the intimacies of everyday life shattered by Israeli military
The election of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris has produced a sense of relief the world over. This is true among Palestinians as well. As Noura Erakat wrote in an op-ed two weeks after the election results were incontrovertible, “In the past four years, the United States dropped the descriptor ‘occupied’ to describe the Palestinian territories, ended all aid to UNRWA, issued an executive order that makes plausible equating criticism of Israel with anti-Semitism, closed the PLO mission, blessed Israel’s acquisition of the Syrian Golan Heights, and facilitated Israel’s normalized relations with the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Sudan without a single enduring concession for Palestinian rights.” A Biden-Harris administration will not end the ongoing dispossession of the Palestinians. It is a return to polite imperialism and discreet intervention on behalf of Israel at the expense of the Palestinians. But, as Erakat points out, this return to centrist policy buys Palestinians some respite from the rapid-fire destruction, policing, silencing, and erasure to which the Trump administration has subjected us, as well as time to regroup and respond.

Palestinians now have some space to strengthen a “progressive insurgency.” They know well that dispossession is an attempt to vanquish the past, besiege the present, and foreclose the future. In ways parallel to what scholar Kyle Whyte has described about Indigenous experiences in North America, Palestinians “inhabit what our ancestors would have likely characterized as a dystopian future.” They “consider the future from what [they] believe is already a dystopia.” They know how to stand firm in the face of the permanent temporary, of suspension and abeyance, of a prolonged and fragmented state of waiting. They know how to fight for shrinking returns and to plan not for but against that future of looped crisis, suspension, foreclosure, and dispossession.
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